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Shallow donor and deep DX-like center in InAlN layers nearly lattice-matched to GaN
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Nonintentionally doped 200-nm-thick In0.16Al0.84N/n+-GaN samples were grown by metal-organic vapor
phase epitaxy and used for the electrical characterization of InAlN. In the temperature range 180–400 K, the
forward current of Schottky diodes is dominated by a tunneling mechanism below 1.2 V. Capacitance and
conductance-temperature characteristics were measured at 1 MHz in the 90–400 K range and at various voltages.
The conductance vs temperature reveals two peaks D1 and D2, which are attributed to bulk states in InAlN.
Their characterization by admittance spectroscopy gives thermal activation energies of ≈68 meV and 290 meV,
and thermal capture cross section of 9.7 × 10−17 cm2 and ≈6.2 × 10−15 cm2, respectively. The same levels are
also revealed by extracting the temperature dependence of the carrier density in the neutral region of InAlN
from I -V -T characteristics on the Schottky diode. A partial carrier freeze out is demonstrated and discussed in
the framework of an existing theory for DX centers. The use of this approach is supported by the evidence of
persistent photoconductivity effects, which strongly indicate the presence of DX centers in our material. It results
that each donor in InAlN would exist in two distinct lattice configurations, a substitutional one (D1, hydrogenic
state) and a lattice-distorted one (D2, DX state). From secondary ion mass spectrometry data, theoretical grounds,
and previous experimental evidence in the AlxGa1−xN system, oxygen is the most probable candidate for such
an unintentional dopant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

InxAl1−xN (x ≈ 0.17) nearly lattice-matched to GaN has a
great potential to realize strain-free InAlN/GaN heterostruc-
tures for photonic and electronic applications [1]. Indeed, high
reflectivity InAlN/GaN distributed Bragg reflector [2] and
InAlN electron blocking layer in LEDs [3] have been demon-
strated. High drain current (above 2 A/mm) InAlN/AlN/GaN
high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) have been realized
[4]. They can be operated up to 900 ◦C for 50 hours, indicating
their extreme robustness [5]. In the field of high-frequency
applications, Yue et al. [6] achieved record current cutoff
frequency ft of 370 GHz in 30 nm gate InAlGaN/AlN/GaN
HEMTs. InAlN was also used for solar-blind UV photodiodes
[7]. Thick InAlN layers (>50 nm) find applications as cladding
layers in edge emitting lasers [8] and wave guides.

A remaining problem with the InxAl1−xN material is its
fairly high n-type residual concentration, which lies typically
around 2 × 1018 cm−3 in 100-nm-thick InAlN layers grown by
metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). The best reported
value of residual doping was 6.4 × 1017 cm−3 in a 106-nm-
thick InxAl1−xN layer [9]. For thick layers, we observe that the
residual doping sharply increases above 200 nm and reaches
the 1019 cm−3 range for layers thicker than 400 nm. Secondary
ion mass spectrometry [10–12] (SIMS) indicates that oxygen
is a dominant impurity with concentrations 2–10 × 1018 cm−3

but its role in the electrical properties of InAlN has not been
established so far. To our knowledge, there are only few reports
on the conductivity or Hall characterization of InAlN layers,
even at room temperature. The reason for this lack of data
comes from the fact that InAlN layers are usually grown on a
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GaN buffer, thus not suitable for Hall measurements because
the highly conducting polarization-induced two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) at the heterointerface masks completely
the contribution from the InAlN top layer. Using semi-
insulating GaAs substrates, Abernathy et al. [13] found that
the room-temperature electron concentration of InAlN grown
by metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) decreased
sharply as the AlN content was increased, from 1 × 1019 cm−3

at an Al content of 0.3 to less than 1 × 1016 cm−3 at an Al
content of 0.6. A similar trend was reported by Yeh et al. [14] in
InAlN films grown by pulsed-dc sputtering on AlN/glass, with
an electron concentration of about 1016 cm−3 at an Al content
of 0.49. For InAlN grown by plasma-assisted (PA)-MBE
on sapphire, Lukitsch et al. [15] found high resistivities of
≈1 × 104 and 1 × 108 � cm for Al contents of 0.66 and 0.72,
respectively. King et al. [16] reported also insulating behavior
of Al-rich InAlN alloys grown by PA-MBE on AlN/sapphire.
The role of oxygen was not discussed in these papers but the
low electron density that was reported contrasts with the high
oxygen concentration. These facts are difficult to reconcile
with a pure shallow donor behavior of oxygen, except if there
is a high concentration of compensating acceptors. Another
possibility is the presence of DX centers [17,18] associated
with oxygen. Indeed, it was theoretically predicted in AlN
[19–24] and in Al-rich AlGaN [19–23] that oxygen forms a
DX center. Considering the large band-gap value (≈4.5 eV) of
InAlN nearly lattice matched to GaN, DX centers might also
form in this compound. This eventuality was briefly mentioned
by Chung et al. [11]. It follows that the investigation of
deep levels in InAlN is necessary to understand the role of
oxygen and other impurities in this alloy. Unfortunately, only
a few results can be found in the literature. Johnstone et al.
[25] reported two traps, one detected by deep level transient
spectroscopy (DLTS), the other by admittance spectroscopy.
Chen et al. [26] found three deep levels by capacitance DLTS
whereas Chikhaoui et al. [27] detected one deep level by
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current DLTS. However, there is no consensus between the
various reported signatures of the deep levels, and no attempts
were done to assign them. Our own DLTS investigations of
InAlN reveal the presence of two dominant broad DLTS peaks
in the temperature range 150–400 K, with nonexponential
behavior of the thermal emission transients, a potential source
of errors in the evaluation of thermal activation energies and
cross sections when standard analysis is used. In samples
with nonexponential transients, it is preferable to use the
admittance spectroscopy technique [28], which probes the
thermal emission rate at one location point of the space-charge
region upon the application of a small ac modulating signal.

The objective of this work is to characterize deep levels
and the nature of the parasitic residual doping in In0.16Al0.84N
by admittance spectroscopy and current-voltage-temperature
measurements on Schottky diodes. We found two levels—a
shallow and a deep level—which are also evidenced in the
plot of the carrier density versus inverse temperature. The
two levels are probably not independent and an analogy is
found with DX centers in Si-doped AlGaAs. The presence
of DX centers in In0.16Al0.84N is supported by persistent
photoconductivity (PPC) experiments. From SIMS and the-
oretical grounds, oxygen is a likely candidate for such a
dopant existing either in a substitutional nitrogen site or in a
lattice-distorted configuration. Furthermore, the capacitance-
voltage-temperature characteristics reflect the main features
of a semiconductor with a deep level and partial carrier
freeze out at low temperatures [29]. This freeze out is also
evidenced from the saturation current extracted from the
current-voltage-temperature characteristics of the Schottky
diodes in the thermionic-field emission regime.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND
BASIC CHARACTERIZATION

Nearly lattice-matched InAlN/GaN heterostructures were
grown on 2-in. c-plane sapphire substrates in an Aixtron
200/4 RF-S MOVPE system [2,12]. As we target capacitive
characterization, the use of layers thicker than the depletion
width avoids spurious effects from surface states at the
InAlN/GaN interface, and from the 2DEG. We therefore
decided to investigate 200-nm-thick layers, keeping in mind
that beyond this limit the residual doping sharply rises. The
200-nm-thick InAlN layers were unintentionally doped while
the 2-μm-thick GaN underlying layer was Si doped. InAlN
was deposited at 860 ◦C under N2 at a pressure of 75 mbar.
Sources were trimethylaluminum (TMA), trimethylindium
(TMI), trimethylgallium (TMG), triethylgallium (TEG), and
ammonia (NH3). In this study, we prepared two samples, in
which the InAlN layers were grown at different growth rates of
118 nm/hr (sample A) and 72 nm/hr (sample B), by changing
only the TMA flow rate. Silane (SiH4) was used for n-type
doping in the GaN underlying layer, grown using a H2 carrier
gas. For PPC experiments, a HEMT heterostructure was also
grown on sapphire. It is composed of a semi-insulating GaN
buffer over which was deposited a barrier stack consisting
of a 1-nm AlN spacer followed by a 4-nm InAlN layer. The
insertion of a thin AlN spacer is widely used for improving
the mobility in the 2DEG, thanks to a reduction of alloy and
interface roughness scattering.

The structural characterizations of the samples were per-
formed by high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HXRD) mea-
surements [12], which confirmed that the InAlN layers were
single phase and coherently grown on the GaN underlying
layer. The In composition of InAlN was estimated to be
16.1% for the high-growth-rate sample (A) and 15.4% for
the low-growth-rate sample (B). The InAlN layers are both
under slight tensile strain since the lattice-matched condition
of InAlN on GaN is obtained for an In composition close to
17%.

The surface morphologies of the InAlN layers were
observed by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The surfaces
showed hillocks together with V pits [12,30]. The height
and width of the hillocks were approximately 2 nm and
100–150 nm, respectively, for both samples. The pit density
was 3.5 × 109 cm−2 for sample A and 8 × 108 cm−2 for
sample B.

The unintentional doping profile in InAlN layers was
obtained by electrochemical C-V measurements (EC-V, no
etching mode) with a Dage profiler CVP21 system, which
operates in the kHz frequency range. The InAlN layers turned
out to be n type with a net donor concentration ND − NA of
2.4 × 1018 cm−3, which seems to increase near the surface.
The residual donor originates probably from oxygen, as this
value of ND − NA is close to the bulk oxygen concentration
determined by SIMS profiling in another Si-doped 100-nm
InAlN layer grown in the same reactor [12]. An oxygen
concentration [O] of 3 × 1018 cm−3 and a carbon concentration
[C] of 1.5 × 1018 cm−3 was measured close to the InAlN/GaN
interface. [O] and [C] gradually increase from the interface
to the surface, to reach about 1 × 1019 cm−3 and 3 ×
1018 cm−3, respectively, at a depth of 20 nm. Regarding the
oxygen content, it is not known if this increase near the surface
is due to an increased incorporation at the surface pits or to
a partial surface oxidation and contamination arising after the
growth [12]. Alternatively, part of the oxygen atoms could
segregate during the growth and form an accumulation layer
at the surface, as found by SIMS in Al-rich AlGaAs layers
[31,32].

In order to gain a deeper understanding of these parasitic
donors, we processed Schottky diodes for capacitive investi-
gations, in particular by admittance spectroscopy. To realize
such devices, mesa isolation was performed with dry etching
in chloride-based plasma. For the annular Ohmic contacts, a
Ti/Al/Ti/Au stack (40/150/40/40 nm) was deposited on the
GaN layer by e-beam evaporation and annealed at 850 ◦C for
30 s with a rapid thermal annealing system. Schottky contacts,
with diameters in the range 50–400 μm, consisted of 50/

150-nm Ni/Au stacks. They were deposited immediately
after a dip in HCl to remove the thin oxide layer on
the surface [33]. The best Schottky contacts were selected
across the wafer on the basis of reverse-bias leakage current.
All electrical measurements were done in the dark. The
temperature measurements were carried out using a regulated
Linkam heating/cooling silver stage mounted in a vacuum
chamber and filled with 100 mbar 6N nitrogen gas. In
this study, we investigated the 90–400 K range. Current-
voltage-temperature (I -V -T ) measurements were recorded
with a Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterization System.
Capacitance-voltage-temperature measurements at 1 MHz
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were performed with a Boonton bridge (as part of a Phys-
tech FT-1030 DLTS system) with a modulating signal of
100 mV. Some complementary C-V -T measurements at
low temperatures were also realized with a HP 4192A LF
impedance analyzer to estimate the effect of the parallel series
resistance. This instrument was mainly used for the admittance
spectroscopy in the frequency range 1 × 103 − 1 × 107 Hz.
The amplitude of the ac modulating signal was 100 mV.
We performed frequency-dependent or temperature-dependent
measurements of the conductance to extract the emission rate
of deep levels versus temperature. The study was completed
by the analysis of capacitance-temperature measurements at
various frequencies, to check the consistency of the theory
used. Complementary Van der Pauw/Hall measurements were
performed with a Phystech RH-2010 system equipped with a
closed-cycle He cryostat operating in the 10–300 K tempera-
ture range. Two light emitting diodes (LEDs) were mounted
together with the sample for PPC experiments, and various
LEDs color were used. Additional PPC experiments were
conducted in a similar cryostat, using a high-pressure Xe lamp
as light source and a Cornerstone monochromator coupled to
an optical fiber for back illumination.

III. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF InAlN LAYERS

The electrical characterization presented here will concern
mainly sample A described above. The results on sample B
are very similar, except for a higher thermal activation energy
of the deep level, probably related to the slightly lower In
composition of sample B (Sec. IV).

A. Current-voltage-temperature characteristics
and partial carrier freeze out

Typical dc (J -Va-T ) characteristics are shown in Fig. 1 for
a few temperatures between 200 and 400 K, where J is the
current density, Va the applied voltage, and T the temperature.
The room temperature reverse current density at −5 V of
the selected diodes was 2.0 × 10−3 A/cm2. Literature values
are typically 10−2 A/cm2 [34] or above [35], except in the
publication by Chen et al. [9] where a reverse current density as
low as 6.0 × 10−7 A/cm2 at −5 V was reported. The forward
characteristics of the current density J at low voltage (�1.2 V)
follow an exponential dependence [36] on Va for T � 180 K:

J = Jse
qVa/E0 (1 − e−qVa/kBT ), (1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Va is the applied
voltage, E0 is an energy parameter defined below, and Js

is a preexponential factor called saturation current density,
extrapolated at zero bias. For biases larger than a few kBT /q

the second term in the bracket drops. The inset of Fig. 1
shows that E0 does not change significantly with temperature,
suggesting some tunneling mechanism. Padovani and Stratton
[37] considered two temperature ranges to describe the regimes
for the so-called field and thermionic-field emission. At low
temperature, the field emission (direct tunneling) dominates
and the saturation current does not depend strongly on T. The
parameter E00 is an energy, which plays an important role in

FIG. 1. (Color online) Experimental current density-voltage
characteristics at various temperatures between 200 and 400 K. J
increases with rising temperature. Actual �T steps were 10 K. Area
of the Schottky contact S = 3.14 × 10−4 cm2. The energy parameter
E0 [Eq. (1)] vs temperature is shown in the inset. Evaluation of the
series resistance Rs(T ) was extracted from the linear dependence at
high positive biases.

the tunneling theory. It is given by:

E00 = �q

2

√
ND − NA

m∗εrε0
, (2)

where m∗ is the electron effective mass in InAlN, εr is
the relative static dielectric constant, ε0 the permittivity in
vacuum, q the electronic charge, and � the reduced Planck’s
constant. ND − NA is the net residual doping near the surface,
being different from the bulk value if the residual doping is
nonuniform. At intermediate temperature range, on the other
hand, Js becomes strongly thermally activated, as observed
experimentally (thermionic-field tunneling regime). In this
region most of the electrons tunnel at an energy above the
Fermi level in the semiconductor, but below the top of the large
metal/semiconductor barrier �B of 2.8 eV [33]. The energy
parameter E0, which appears in Eq. (1), is related to E00 by:

E0(T ) = E00 coth (E00/kBT ). (3)

E0 is almost constant against temperature (inset of Fig. 1).
Thus, we can approximate E00 by the averaged value of
E0 (63.7 meV). The factor coth (E00/kBT ), which appears
in Eq. (3) indeed varies by only 5% between 180 K and
400 K. From Eq. (2), we deduce a net donor concentra-
tion of 3.3 × 1019 cm−3, using m∗ = 0.28 m0 and εr = 10.
The value of m∗ was estimated by a linear interpolation
between the recommended values for AlN and InN [38]. The
value of εr is compatible with our recent determination on
InAlN/GaN HEMTs [33]. The obtained high doping level
(3.3 × 1019 cm−3) is an order of magnitude higher than the
bulk value deduced from capacitance-voltage measurements
taken in the low-frequency regime at depths in the range
15–43 nm and for Va in the range [−5 V, 0 V]. The origin
of this large difference between near surface and bulk donor
concentrations might be due to the presence of a highly doped
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thin surface barrier, originally proposed by Hasegawa and
Oyama in GaN [39]. This model was successively applied
to reproduce the I -V -T behavior of n-type GaN [39], n-
AlGaN [40], and n-InGaN [41], illustrating that it is quite
common to have a thin surface barrier in various nitrides. In
InAlN, the presence of a highly doped thin surface barrier
is compatible with dopant profiling by EC-V. Less probably,
a high tunneling probability can result from a trap-assisted
tunneling mechanism [33,42], if it still dominates in the
forward direction and for large InAlN thicknesses.

The strongly thermally activated saturation current is now
discussed in the framework of Padovani and Stratton [37]
theory, with thermionic-field emission through the thin surface
barrier. They derived an expression for Js(T ) in terms of the
Fermi level position in the semiconductor EF (T ), the barrier
height �B , the energy E00, and other physical constants. The
dominant temperature dependence of Js is given by:

Js ∝ T

cosh (E00/kBT )
e(EF −EC )/kBT ∝ n0(T )

T 1/2 cosh (E00/kBT )
.

(4)

The last proportionality assumes a nondegenerate semicon-
ductor, which seems justified by the high resistivity and the
low electron concentration for low-In composition (x < 0.4)
InAlN alloys at 300 K [13–16]. The dependence of n0 versus
reciprocal temperature is shown on Fig. 2(a). These data
indicate a partial carrier freeze out, strongly suggesting the
presence of a shallow (D1) and a deep (D2) level. The
extracted activation energies are 77 and 263 meV for D1

and D2, respectively, by assuming a carrier concentration
n0 ∝ T 3/2e−Ea/kBT [see Eq. (12) and (13), Sec. IV for more
details]. Note that these levels correspond to bulk states in
the InAlN neutral region, as they fix the Fermi level position
with respect to the minimum EC of the conduction band in the
InAlN layer [Eq. (4)].

The deep level D2 is an important electrically active defect
in our material as it becomes dominant above 250 K. An
independent confirmation of our results can be obtained from
the series resistance, although the data are more delicate to
interpret quantitatively. The total series resistance Rs was
extracted from the linear slopes of J -V characteristics (Fig. 1)
at high forward bias (4.5–7 V). In principle, Rs contains several
contributions. The first one comes from the n+-GaN region
and the Ohmic contact. It was evaluated by measuring both the
sheet resistivity of a similar n+-GaN layer, and the Ohmic con-
tact resistivity and applying appropriate geometrical factors of
the Schottky diode structure. This contribution lies between
15 and 20 � in the whole temperature range, almost negligible
with respect to Rs , except at high temperatures. The influence
of the reverse-polarized InAlN/n+-GaN junction is less easy
to assess, in absence of a detailed study of vertical transport
through this junction at current levels used for our evaluation
of Rs . Using the NEXTNANO3 simulator, we could estimate
the junction barrier height �B2, by using the same values of
material parameters as Lugani et al. [33], a 3 × 1018 cm−3

doping for the n+-GaN, and D1 and D2 concentrations in the
InAlN layer as obtained by C-V measurements. The values
found for �B2 are 100 meV at 100 K, 140 meV at 200 K, and
160 meV at 300 K. If the thermionic emission dominates,

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Temperature dependence of the carrier
concentration (arbitrary units) as deduced from the thermionic-field
emission theory [see text and Eq. (4) for details]. (b) Reciprocal series
resistance Rs versus inverse temperature. The activation energies refer
to n0(T ), assuming various temperature dependences of the mobility
(see text).

the junction resistance would decrease exponentially with
increasing temperature, with an activation energy given by �B2

[43]. For thermionic-field-emission or field-emission transport
at reverse bias, the junction resistance is not thermally activated
[37,43]. These results neglect any barrier height lowering by
the reverse voltage, thus the simulated values constitute an
upper limit for �B2. This possibly activated resistance would
play a role only if its contribution to the total resistance
is relatively important and if the transport across the back
junction is dominated by thermionic emission. In the absence
of a detailed study of the vertical transport in such a junction,
we are only able to discuss this point from the point of view of
measured activation energies, as compared to those obtained
from n0(T ).

As for the carrier concentration, the series resistance
decreases by more than three orders of magnitude between
150 and 400 K, as shown on Fig. 2(b) where 1/Rs is plotted
versus inverse temperature. To give precise values of the
ionization energies for D1 and D2, the temperature dependence
of the electron mobility should be known. By assuming a
T −3/2 dependence for the mobility at high temperature, the
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activation energy of D2 is directly related to the slope of the
upper branch, leading to a value of 256 meV. For the lower
branch, the activation energy of the shallow level is found to be
105 meV if the low-temperature mobility is assumed constant,
and 80 meV if the low-temperature mobility is proportional
to T 3/2. Comparing the activation energies obtained by the
two independent methods, there is a very good agreement
for the deep level D2 [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. This supports
a common origin for the upper branch. In other terms, the
temperature behavior of Rs above 250 K is dominated by
the resistance in InAlN, as could be expected from the large
difference between its activation energy and the calculated
value of �B2. The lower branch is more delicate to discuss,
since its activation energy is comparable to the expected values
for �B2. However, it is also comparable to the activation
energy of n0(T ), which is related to a shallow level (D1)
in bulk InAlN. We cannot exclude that the InAlN/n+-GaN
junction plays a role at low temperature. However, from the
n0(T ) dependence [Fig. 2(a)], we expect a quite resistive InAlN
layer at low temperature. In this context, it is difficult to be
quantitative about the respective contributions. In Sec. III C
we will demonstrate some photoconductivity effect on Rs in
this temperature range, which cannot be attributed to the back
junction. In Sec. IV, we will discuss in more details Fig. 2(a),
in particular the sharp break in slope, once the nature of the
two levels will be better understood. The main goal of the
following section is to confirm and characterize these two
levels by admittance spectroscopy and to relate their signatures
with the present data.

B. Admittance spectroscopy of InAlN layers

To further motivate the interest of performing admittance
spectroscopy, it is worthwhile to examine the conductance
and capacitance measured versus temperature at 1 MHz in the
temperature range 100–400 K [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].

One observes two peaks, labeled D1 and D2, in the
conductance. They are associated to inflexion points in the
capacitance curves, much more pronounced for D2 than for
D1. The positions of the peaks and inflexion points are almost
independent of the applied voltage Va in the range [−5 V, 0 V].
The peak amplitudes of both D1 and D2 increase by rising Va .
We assign D1 and D2 to thermally activated states in bulk
InAlN, located in the upper half of the band gap, consistent
with the interpretation of the temperature dependence of the
saturation current. Anticipating on the results deduced from the
admittance characterization of the two levels, the dependence
of the thermal emission rate en(T ) versus temperature is also
shown on Fig. 3(c) together with the position of the angular
frequency at 1 MHz. This plot is useful to discuss the various
frequency regimes of the capacitance. As discussed below, the
conductance peaks and capacitance inflexion points appear
when ω ≈ en(T ) [Figs. 3(a)–3(c)]. It is our objective to study
the en(T ) dependence for D1 and D2, either by changing T or
ω in such admittance measurements.

Since the pioneer work by Losee [44], admittance spec-
troscopy has been widely used to characterize slow responding
levels in various Schottky-barrier junctions, by measuring
the complex admittance as a function of temperature and/or
frequency. The measurement conditions are usually close to the

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Measured conductance G and
(b) associated capacitance C at 1 MHz vs temperature at fixed
applied voltages between −5 V and 0 V. Heating rate: 4 K/min, S =
3.14 × 10−4 cm2. The two peaks in conductance and corresponding
inflexion points in capacitance are attributed to a shallow donor D1

and a deep level D2. They appear when their emission rate en(T )
is comparable (see text) to ω. (c) Simulated emission rate en vs
temperature from the parameters extracted from Fig. 6. This plot
helps to define the various frequency regimes of the capacitance. The
experimental points en(T ) are also displayed to visualize the regions
of extrapolations.

thermal equilibrium and the thermal emission rate is measured
in a very narrow region of the space-charge region located at
the crossing point of the Fermi level with the energy level of the
center. An important caution in the admittance spectroscopy is
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to maintain the depletion width W (Va,T ) below the thickness
of the InAlN layer. Under these conditions, no spurious effects
are expected from the 2DEG at the InAlN/n+-GaN interface,
as confirmed by C-V -T data analysis. Also, the possible
surface states at this interface should not play a role in our
measurements. It is worth noting that both D1 and D2 appear
at all biases between −5 V and 0 V [Fig. 3(a)], not simply
below a certain bias as expected if states at the interface
were playing a significant role in our measurements. We thus
consider a simple equivalent circuit model consisting of a
junction (capacitance C and conductance G in parallel) in
series with the resistance Rs(Va,T ). The series resistance has
the same nature as for the diode characterization, except that
the length of the neutral InAlN region is now shorter and more
temperature dependent because of W (Va,T ). The theory by
Dueñas et al. [28] for a single deep center of emission rate
en(T ) predicts that for ω ≈ en(T ), the conductance G(ω,T ) is
given by:

G(ω,T ) = CLF − CHF

2
en ln

(
1 + ω2

e2
n

)
. (5)

Equation (5) assumes, which is usually the case, that
the emission rate is much smaller than the capture rate in
the neutral region at any experimental temperature. CLF and
CHF are the capacitance in the low-frequency [ω � en(T )]
and in the high-frequency [ω � en(T )] regimes respectively.
Equation (5) is also valid in presence of a shallow donor, as
derived by Barbolla et al. [45] in the extension of the original
theory [28]. Their derivation was developed for an acceptorlike
deep center [charge states (−,0)]. Qualitatively, the amplitude
of the peak D2 as a function of the applied voltage [Fig. 3(a)]
is in agreement with the dependence of CLF − CHF upon Va

shown on Fig. 3(b). Peak D1 has a smaller amplitude, in
relation with the smaller value of CLF − CHF for this level. For
both traps, their thermal emission rate can be evaluated at the
temperature Tmax corresponding to the conductance maximum,
satisfying [28,45]:

en(Tmax) = ω/1.98, (6)

for a fixed angular frequency ω. Repeating the conductance
measurements G(T ) at other ω values allows to study the
dependence en(T ). This is the principle of thermal admittance
spectroscopy, and some experimental curves are shown on
Fig. 4 for an applied voltage fixed at −3 V. Since en(Tmax) is
proportional to ω it is preferable, for scaling reasons, to plot
G/ω versus T (Fig. 4). Conductance spectroscopy of the weak
D1 level was done in this way. We also applied this method to
the D2 level, and checked the consistency of our results with
frequency-dependent admittance spectroscopy.

In the frequency admittance method, on the other hand,
G/ω is measured versus ω at a fixed temperature T . This
is shown on Fig. 5 for level D2, only steps of 20 K being
displayed for sake of clarity. Again, these data were recorded
at Va = −3 V. Equation (5) predicts a peak of (G/ω) at ωmax

such that [28,45]:

en(T ) = ωmax/1.98. (7)

The advantage of this method over thermal admittance
spectroscopy is that the measurements are taken at a fixed

FIG. 4. (Color online) Measured G/ω vs. temperature for a few
frequencies, at a fixed applied voltage of −3 V. The G/ω peaks
shift towards higher temperatures with increasing frequency. The
Arrhenius plot for D1 was built from such thermal admittance
experiments. Heating rate: 4 K/min, S = 3.14 × 10−4 cm2.

temperature T . It is thus easier to correct (see Appendix) for the
series resistance Rs(T ), the measured conductance obtained
in a parallel circuit configuration mode [46]. For six sets of
en(T ) data taken at different applied voltages in the range
[−5 V, 0 V], the incidence of Rs on the thermal activation
energy Ea,D2 [obtained from Eq. (8), see later] of the D2 level
was found to be very small, i.e., a reduction of less than 3%
compared to the uncorrected data.

These measurements of en(T ) allowed to build Arrhenius
plots for the two levels. These plots are based on the
dependence of en(T ) deduced from the detailed balance

FIG. 5. (Color online) Gcorr/ω versus frequency at fixed temper-
atures and fixed applied voltage Va . Gcorr is the corrected conductance
for the effect of the series resistance Rs(T ) in a parallel mode
of measurement. The Arrhenius plot for D2 was built from such
frequency-dependent admittance experiments. S = 3.14 × 10−4 cm2.
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equation [47]:

en(T ) = σnDvth(T )e(αD/kB ) 1

gD

NC(T )e−EaD/kBT , (8)

where σnD is the thermal capture cross section of an electron
in the conduction band by the level D (D1 or D2), vth is
the mean thermal velocity of free electrons (∝T 1/2), NC

is the effective density of states at the minimum of the
conduction band (∝T 3/2), gD the degeneracy factor for the
donor level D, and EaD its thermal activation energy. In
the absence of more information, the factor eαD/kB , related
to the negative linear temperature dependence of the energy
level (ED = ED0 − αDT ), was taken to be 1 (i.e., αD ≈ 0). If
the capture cross section σnD is not thermally activated, the
thermal activation energy corresponds to the energy depth of
the level (EC − ED0 ) and the preexponential factor contains
a T 2 dependence. Our quoted values of σnD based on Eq. (8)
assume a degeneracy factor gD of 2 and an effective mass
m∗ = 0.28 m0. The Arrhenius plots of en/T 2 in log scale
versus inverse temperature are shown on Fig. 6. The slope
and the intercept on the vertical axis (at T → ∞) of each
straight line give the following signatures: thermal activation
energy EaD1 = 68 meV, σnD1 = 9.7 × 10−17 cm2 for D1, and
EaD2 = 290 meV, σnD2 = 6.2 × 10−15 cm2 for D2. Similar
results were obtained by the thermal admittance method on
D2, which confirms the low impact of Rs(T ).

Note that the emission rate of D2 at 300 K is about 7 ×
106 s−1, much faster then values reported by Arslan et al. for
surface states in InAlN/AlN/GaN heterostructures [48]. From
their frequency-dependent admittance measurement at room
temperature, they found emission rates of 1.4 − 3.3 × 105 s−1

for an unpassivated structure, and slightly higher values of
5 − 5.5 × 105 s−1 for a sample with an SiNx layer between
the metal contact and the InAlN layer. This large difference
between emission rates in both studies indicates that D2 is not

FIG. 6. (Color online) Arrhenius plots for the two levels with
their signatures, deduced from the admittance spectroscopy data
taken at Va = −3 V. The values of capture cross sections assume
m∗ = 0.28 m0 and g = 2. D1 points are obtained from thermal admit-
tance spectroscopy, D2 points from frequency-dependent admittance
spectroscopy.

related to their surface states. The same conclusion holds for
D1, which is even faster than D2 at 300 K.

Furthermore, for the deep level D2, Arrhenius plots were
also obtained from data taken at other applied voltages in
the range [−5 V, 0 V] (data not shown here). There is
some very small variation of EaD2 with Va , by a maximum
of 15 meV between −5 V and −1 V. It could result from
slight nonuniformities of the indium composition across the
explored depth (see Sec. IV). It probably does not result from
the Poole-Frenkel effect [49]—acting only in the case of a
donorlike D2 center, but not in the case of an acceptorlike D2

center—as the electric field at the crossing point between ED

and the Fermi level EF is not influenced significantly by Va .
Concerning the activation energy of the shallow D1 level,

the data are based on the conductance measurements versus
temperature in the range 90–180 K, at various fixed frequencies
between 71 kHz and 1.44 MHz (Fig. 4). The amplitude of
the D1 peak depends on Va in the same way as for the D2

peak, indicating that corrections to the conductance due to
series resistance associated effects are still small. However,
we could not correct the measured conductance for the series
resistance effect because Rs(T ) is not known in the 90–180 K
range from J -V measurements and because the temperature
and voltage-dependent length of the neutral InAlN region
should be taken into account. In order to qualitatively estimate
the effect of Rs(T ), its value was extrapolated in the 90–
180 K range from data in the 190–250 K range [Fig. 2(a)].
Conductance corrections follow the equations given in the
Appendix. The results show that the true conductance peak is
shifted at a higher temperature, which allowed us to evaluate
the effect on the Arrhenius plot. The net effect of Rs related
corrections is a slight increase of the thermal activation
energy and a more significant decrease of the thermal capture
cross section. Anyhow, our determination of EaD1 agrees
pretty well (within 12%) with the activation energy deduced
from the temperature dependence of the saturation current
(Sec. III A).

For both levels, the thermal activation energies (Fig. 6) are
close to those found by the analysis of the saturation current
[Fig. 2(a)]. This strongly suggests that the same levels were
studied by admittance spectroscopy in the junction region and
by analysis of the temperature dependence of n0(T ) in the
neutral region. Furthermore, the activation energy for D2 level
is about 27 meV larger than in the I -V -T measurements. If
this is not due to an In nonunifomity in the sample, it could
result from an activated capture cross section [47], with an
activation energy Eσ ≈ 27 meV. The data for D1 are less
accurate due to the various experimental errors (small Js ,
few data points for the I -V -T data, large Rs , uncertainty on
the correction of the admittance data by an appropriate series
resistance).

The parameters obtained from the Arrhenius plots allow
a simulation/extrapolation of their emission rates versus
temperature thanks to Eq. (8). This was shown in the range
100–400 K on Fig. 3(c), with the position of the angular
frequency corresponding to f = 1 MHz. This plot is very
useful to visualize the T regions corresponding to the high-
and low-frequency regimes of the capacitance [Fig. 3(b)],
usually measured at 1 MHz. The frequency dispersion of the
capacitance [ω ≈ en(T )] for a single deep level was derived
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by Dueñas et al. [28], together with Eq. (5):

C(ω,T ) = CHF + (CLF − CHF)
en

ω
arctan

ω

en

, (9)

where CHF and CLF are the high-frequency (ω � en) and
low-frequency (ω � en) capacitance, respectively. Barbolla
et al. [45] showed that the frequency dependence C(ω,T )
in the intermediate-frequency regime (near ω ≈ en) is not
modified by the presence of shallow donors, if appropriate
expressions for CLF and CHF are used. To corroborate this
result, Dhariwal and Deoraj [50] derived a slightly more
complicated functional dependence than found in Eq. (9), but
their corrective term becomes negligible for en ≈ ω. The exact
criteria for getting a pure LF or HF regime is embedded in Eq.
(9). The frequency factor (en/ω) arctan (ω/en) varies between
0 and 1, corresponding to pure HF and LF regimes at low T

and high T respectively. For instance, the LF regime for the
deep level D2 is obtained above 350 K for f = 1 MHz.

The temperature dependence of the capacitance, at a
constant frequency [Eq. (9)], exhibits an inflexion point at a
temperature Ti , sometimes used to characterize the deep level
according to [28,45]:

en(Ti) = ω/1.825. (10)

The functional dependence given by Eq. (9) explains very
well our measurements in the intermediate regime of the deep
center D2. Figure 7 shows the measured C-T characteristics
at Va = −3 V and at three frequencies 10 kHz, 100 kHz,
and 1MHz. At high and low temperatures, we do not expect
a frequency dependence of the capacitance in the ideal case
Rs = 0, since we are in the low-frequency and high-frequency
regimes respectively [Fig. 3(c)]. The observed small reduction
of the measured capacitance with increasing frequency is due
to the finite value of Rs . Figure 7 shows that the smoothed
capacitance step shifts towards higher temperatures for higher
frequencies, as expected by Eq. (10). These C-T curves

FIG. 7. (Color online) Simulated frequency dispersion of the
capacitance in the intermediate-frequency regime for the D2 level.
The experimental linear temperature dependence, likely due to CHF,
was included in Eq. (9) and en(T ) was calculated as in Fig. 3(c).
S = 3.14 × 10−4 cm2.

were simulated by inserting in Eq. (9) the dependence en(T )
[Fig. 3(c)] deduced from the Arrhenius plot. We also su-
perimposed the experimental linear temperature dependence,
likely due to CHF. The only fitting parameter in Eq. (9) was
the amplitude of the step CLF − CHF, which turns out to be
11.2 ± 0.8 pF at Va = −3 V and for the three frequencies.
The same value is deduced from the maximum of G(ω,T ) at
−3 V [Fig. 3(a)], after applying a small correction (5%) on the
amplitude of the peak due to Rs at 300 K. As shown on Fig. 7,
the agreement between theory and experiment for C(ω,T ) is
excellent.

C. Persistent photoconductivity effects

It will be shown elsewhere that the D2 center has a sluggish
kinetics at low temperature, evidenced by hysteresis in the
C-Va loops obtained by sweeping the applied voltage in the
up and down directions.

We now demonstrate PPC effects in two types of samples
incorporating InAlN nearly lattice-matched to GaN. In the
first example (sample B, very similar to sample A) we studied
the I -V -T of a Schottky diode in the temperature range
100–300 K. After measuring the I -V -T characteristics in the
dark by rising the temperature in steps of 10 K and waiting
about 5 min for stabilization, the sample was cooled again
at 100 K, then back illuminated by a subband gap (2 eV)
monochromatic light. The exposure to light shifted upward
the measured I -V curves and once saturation was reached,
the illumination was switched off. The sample was allowed
to relax for any fast recovery, and stable characteristics were
reached after about 5 min. The I -V -T characteristics were
then measured in the dark in this so-called PPC state. The
extraction of the series resistances was done in dark and in
the PPC state. The results are shown on Fig. 8. Indeed, a
persistent effect is observed on the total series resistance at
low temperatures. Approximatively, the PPC effect persists till

FIG. 8. (Color online) Series resistance Rs of an
InAlN/n+−GaN Schottky diode (sample B) in the dark. The
data are taken before (black points) and after (red point) illumination
at 100 K by a subband gap (2 eV) monochromatic light. A PPC
effect is clearly seen at low temperature. S = 1.26 × 10−3 cm2.
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a temperature Tc ≈ 150 K. Note however that the temperature
is not well controlled in this experiment, since the poor heat
dissipation in our particular setup for back illumination and
the relatively large power dissipation at voltages above 6.5 V
for determining Rs . This qualitative observation is a strong
indication for the presence of a DX-like center in InAlN nearly
matched to GaN, presumably D2 due to its hysteresis behavior
observed by C-V -T .

PPC effects were also demonstrated using the HEMT
heterostructure, where exposure to light affects the sheet
carrier density of the 2DEG. This experiment does not suffer
from temperature control, as above, as the sample was mounted
on a gold-plated copper block, the current was below 3.4 μA
and the illumination by the LEDs could be performed from
the front, with no need for a large hole in the block for back
illumination. Figure 9 shows experiments at 15 K where the
evolution of the sheet carrier concentration ns is recorded
versus time, with the following sequence: first in the dark (Off),
then under illumination (On) and finally in the dark (Off).
Note that the values of ns in the dark slightly differ, depending
on the history of the sample (aging, previous illumination in
particular). For the illumination, we used LEDs with peak
photon energies of 1.4, 2.0, and 2.6 eV. There is almost no
change of ns under infrared illumination (1.4 eV). Both red
(2 eV) and blue (2.6 eV) light induce instead a clear rise of ns ,
which persists after switching off the light. The mechanism
at low temperature is the following: if the photoexcited deep
center has a slow thermal capture rate at that temperature, the
photoexcited electrons can tunnel through the thin AlN barrier
into the 2DEG gas, increasing its concentration. Although
not corrected for the photon fluxes, the rise time during
illumination is much faster for the blue light than for the red
light, as expected from the dependence of the optical cross
section with photon energy of the deep center [51]. If we

FIG. 9. (Color online) 2DEG sheet carrier concentration ns at
15 K versus time measured on a thin barrier InAlN/AlN/GaN
heterostructure. The time sequence for illumination was: dark (OFF),
illumination (ON), dark again (OFF, PPC state). Three experiments
were performed at various photon energies. A PPC effect is clearly
seen after illumination at 2 or 2.6 eV. The variations of ns in the dark
depend on the history of the sample.

FIG. 10. (Color online) 2DEG sheet carrier concentration ns and
Hall mobility μ in the dark versus temperature following sufficient
photoexcitation at 2 eV to reach saturation of ns at 15 K. The sample
used was the same as in Fig. 9.

look more closely the data for the blue light, there is a tiny
decay of ns in the PPC state, indicating that a small fraction of
photoexcited electrons decay at a relatively fast rate compared
to the major part. Otherwise, there is a clear persistence of
ns at 15 K, with no sign of decay during 1 hr or more. The
value of �ns = ns,PPC − ns,dark is 9.5 × 1011 cm−2 for the red
light and 1.05 × 1012 cm−2 for the blue illumination. This
very small difference is a strong indication that the origin
of the observed PPC effect is not related to photoexcited
carriers located in a continuum of surface states. Thus, the
defects responsible for the PPC effect should be located in
the barrier, since we did not observe PPC effect in n+-GaN,
at least with the red light. This conclusion is consistent with
the change in Rs discussed before (Fig. 8). With a barrier
of 5nm (AlN + InAlN) the concentration of the metastable
center responsible for the PPC effect in the thin heterostructure
sample is estimated to be 2 × 1018 cm−3. We then performed
temperature Hall measurements in the dark, and in the PPC
state, by sweeping the temperature at a 85 K/hr rate, steps of
3–4 K. The result for ns and mobility μ in the 10–300 K range
are shown in Fig. 10, both in the dark and in the PPC conditions
after illumination with red LEDs. Below 100 K, �ns is stable,
then gradually decreases. Even at 300 K, �ns does not vanish,
indicating some slow kinetics. Concerning the mobility, they
are typical for a 2DEG gas. The increase in mobility in the
PPC state is not very pronounced, probably due to the onset of
occupation of the second subband in this ns range.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE SHALLOW AND DEEP LEVELS

We discuss in this section the main results concerning the
two observed levels. The shallow level has a thermal activation
energy of about 68–77 meV and a capture cross-section
9.7 × 10−17 cm2. Its emission rate at 150 K is 4.7 × 106 s−1

[Fig. 3(c)], and thus, cannot correspond to the shallowest level
(0.164 eV) reported by DLTS, with emission rate of 110 s−1 at
150 K [25]. To our knowledge, the D1 level was not yet reported
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in InAlN. We attribute D1 to a hydrogenic state of an impurity,
most likely oxygen occupying a nitrogen site, as suggested
by the concentrations given by E-CV (low-frequency CV) and
by SIMS. This point will be further developed elsewhere, by
extracting the concentrations of D1 and D2 from the C-V -T
measurements. The activation energy of 68–77 meV is higher
than the effective Rydberg (38 meV) calculated under the
assumptions m∗ = 0.28 m0 and εr = 10. Tansley and Egan
[52] predicted higher effective Rydberg of donors in polar
semiconductors such as nitrides. A simple linear interpolation
between their values for InN (23 meV) and AlN (200 meV)
gives 170 meV for In0.16Al0.84N. Our experimental value lies
between the simple and refined theory.

The D2 level center has an activation energy of 290 meV and
a cross section of 6.2 × 10−15 cm2 (3.1 × 10−15 cm2 for gD2 =
1, usually assumed in DLTS studies). As mentioned before, the
larger value of the activation energy obtained by admittance
spectroscopy than by Fig. 2 may be due to an activated
electron cross section. We measured another 200-nm-thick
InAlN sample with a slightly lower In composition, 15.4%
(sample B) instead of 16.1% (sample A) and found a thermal
activation energy of 322 meV and a capture cross section of
8.2 × 10−15 cm2. The small difference in capture cross section
is not significant, as a small error in the slope of the Arrhenius
plot can induce a noticeable change in σ deduced from the
vertical intercept. The variation in activation energy indicates
a sensitive effect of the indium composition and/or of its related
tensile strain. Although the In compositions are very close, we
note that the difference in energy of 32 meV corresponds to
2/3 of the InAlN band-gap variation predicted by Gorczya
et al. [53] for a uniformly In distribution (i.e., nonclustered,
bowing parameter b = 2.1 eV). This absence of pinning to
the conduction band, also observed in AlGaN, is consistent
with a strong localization of the deep state wave function
in real space [22]. More pragmatically, the dependence of
the energy depth upon indium composition should be kept in
mind when comparing our data with other studies, done at
slightly different indium compositions. Chikhaoui et al. [27],
using current-DLTS on HEMTs, reported a level with signature
of 365 meV and σ = 1.4 × 10−19 cm2. This level cannot
correspond to the D2 center, considering the huge discrepancy
in capture cross sections. In a high-quality 130-nm-thick
sample having 17.65% In, Chen et al. [26] reported three
levels (E1–E3) by spectrum fitting their broad DLTS peak.
The en/T 2 value at 250 K of our D2 level lies between
the extrapolated values at 250 K for their E1 and E2 levels.
Chen et al. quote the following signatures: activation energy
of E1 = 351 meV and a cross section σ = 4.0 × 10−17 cm2

for E1, E2 = 404 meV, σ = 1.3 × 10−15 cm2 for the level
E2 (m∗ and degeneracy factor not specified). The energies
are slightly larger than EaD2 , despite the larger indium
composition. However, as the two techniques are different and
cover different emission/temperature ranges, it is plausible
that D2 corresponds to E2 (better agreement in terms of the
cross section), or an unresolved combination of E1 and E2.
Finally, the signature of the D2 level is very similar to the
level found by thermal admittance spectroscopy by Johnstone
et al. [25], with thermal activation energy of 350 meV and
σ = 9 × 10−15 cm2 (g = 1, m∗ not specified). Compared to
our study, there are some technical differences in the analysis

of the thermal admittance data and in the indium composition,
quoted to be 18% for their sample. Quite interestingly, they
observed an overlap, with transition in slope, in the Arrhenius
plot obtained by thermal admittance spectroscopy and the
one obtained by DLTS for a trap with an activation energy
of 164 meV and a cross section σ = 9 × 10−19 cm2. The
possible relation between the two levels was further confirmed
by capture measurements [25]. Unfortunately, no physical
interpretation was proposed for this observation. As for D2,
their concentration of the DLTS trap was 1.6 × 1018 cm−3

for a residual doping as high as 4 × 1019 cm−3 (measured
though below 10 nm, thus in the thin surface barrier). Another
interesting result from their work comes from the lack of field
dependence in the double-pulse DLTS experiments at 150 K
for the dominant slow and fast components of their DLTS peak
at 150 K. They concluded that the two traps are acceptorlike.

The concentration of D2 should be high, since it dra-
matically affects the carrier concentration above 250 K. It
was confirmed by the PPC measurements on the thin barrier
heterostructure (averaged value for the InAlN/AlN barrier of
2 × 1018 cm−3). It is metastable, as evidenced by PPC effects,
similar to the behavior of DX centers in other semiconductors.
We also know that our samples contain a high concentration of
oxygen (as evidenced by SIMS) and that DX centers associated
to oxygen are indeed predicted in AlN [19–24] and AlGaN
[19–23] for x � 0.6. Experimentally, O-related DX centers
were demonstrated in AlGaN, at Al compositions as low as
0.39, with an extrapolated onset at 0.3 [21,22]. They can occur
in our samples, because of the large band gap of 4.5 eV for
nearly lattice-matched InAlN. These deep states are associated
to the so-called DX centers [17,18] induced by a bond-breaking
distortion at a substitutional nitrogen donor site. The density
of DX centers can be high, up to one-half the density of the
donor atoms [18], naturally explaining the high density of
the D2 center estimated from the PPC experiment on the thin
barrier sample. We also observed hysteresis in the C-Va curves
at low temperatures as in other semiconductors containing DX
centers. The ground state of DX centers is negatively charged
(DX−) [19–24] in agreement with the acceptorlike behavior
reported by Johnstone et al. [25]. More experimental facts,
such as the determination of D1 and D2 concentrations, are
needed to attribute the deep level D2 to an O-related DX center,
but the above discussion points out that it is a likely candidate.

The presence of DX centers allows us to explain the
temperature dependence of the carrier concentration n0(T )
[Fig. 2(a)]. In our data two branches, hereafter referred to
as upper (above 250 K) and lower (below 250 K) branch,
appear with an abrupt change in slope at about Tf = 250 K,
i.e., without smooth transition between the two slopes. Such
a peculiar phenomenon has also been observed in AlGaAs:Si
[54,55] and explained by Theis et al. [54]. Quite generally, the
concentration of free carriers in the neutral region is given by:

n0 = nD+
1

− nD−
2

− NA, (11)

where nD+
1

is the concentration of ionized shallow donors and
nD−

2
is the concentration of negatively charged DX states. A

multilevel statistics is necessary to describe these quantities,
since they have the same chemical origin (likely oxygen in
our case) and are therefore not independent. In Theis et al.’s
treatment, the degeneracy factors were taken equal to 1.
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Inclusion of degeneracy factors can be found in more recent
publications for AlGaAs [56–58], GaAsP [56], and CdF2

[59], but the basic physics is not fundamentally changed. The
relevant physical quantities in their expressions of occupancies
are the respective Gibbs energies �GD = �HD − T �SD for
transfer from the appropriate level to the lowest-lying band
edge, and the total dopant concentration ND (≡ND1 + ND2 ).
Since the separation between the D1 and D2 level exceeds
several kBT over the whole temperature range considered, the
deep level contribution dominates at high T and according to
Theis et al. [54] and McCluskey et al. [22], n0 in the upper
branch is solution of the implicit equation:

n0 =
√

ND − NA − n0

ND + NA + n0
NC e−�GD2 /kBT . (12)

In the low-temperature limit of this branch, i.e., n0 � ND −
NA, Eq. (12) becomes explicit because the square-root term
reduces to a constant, and n0(T ) has a T 3/2e�SD2 /kB e−�HD2 /kBT

temperature dependence, where �HD2 is the difference in
enthalpy between the conduction band minimum and the D2

level. If the entropy contribution e�SD2 /kB does not change
significantly with temperature, the prefactor of the exponential
term has a T 3/2 dependence (from NC), which is used for the
the fitting of the data of Fig. 2(b). The abrupt change in slope
between the two branches has been explained by Theis et al.
assuming that the DX center abruptly ceases to equilibrate with
the band edge and the hydrogenic level below a temperature
Tf , which corresponds to the break in slope. In other terms,
only the shallow levels are in equilibrium with the conduction
states, while nD−

2
is frozen to its value at T = Tf . In this

situation, n0 is solution of the implicit equation [54]

n0 = N eff
D − N eff

A − n0

N eff
A + n0

NCe−�GD1 /kBT . (13)

Equation (13) is a standard formula for a semiconductor
with a single type of donor and a background of acceptors,
except for the important corrections N eff

D = ND − nD−
2

(T =
Tf ) and N eff

A = NA + nD−
2

(T = Tf ). The lower branch sat-
urates hypothetically at high temperature at a value N eff

D −
N eff

A =ND − NA − 2nD−
2

(T = Tf ), which can be much lower
than ND − NA. We note that n0 is �N eff

A for the lower
branch. Furthermore, the product NCe−�HD1 /kBT is �N eff

A

because the exponential term is only 4.26 × 10−2 at the
maximum temperature T = 250 K, whereas NA alone [i.e.,
without the additive term nD−

2
(T = Tf )] is already of the order

of NC(250 K). In this case, Eq. (13) becomes explicit and
n0(T ) has an activation energy equal to the enthalpy energy
of the hydrogenic level. The prefactor is proportional to T 3/2,
as used in our analysis of the lower branch. This is not a
surprise as the material becomes highly compensated in this
lower branch. Note that the values of n0 given by Eqs. (12) and
(13) should match at 250 K. As a consequence, considering the
large difference in activation energies for D1 and D2, we reach
the conclusion that nD−

2
(T = Tf ) is only slightly less than

(ND − NA)/2, in agreement with the mechanism of formation
of DX centers [18].

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The major results of this paper concern the characterization
by admittance spectroscopy of a shallow donor D1 and a deep
level D2 in nearly lattice-matched InAlN to GaN. The DX-like
nature of a defect, most likely the dominant D2 electrically
active center, is shown by the evidence of a PPC effect. It
is suggested that D1 and D2 might correspond to oxygen
in two distinct lattice configurations, the substitutional one
(N site) being the hydrogenic state D1 whereas a lattice-
distorted configuration gives rise to a deep DX center. The
presence of D2 as DX center allows a qualitative interpretation
of the temperature dependence of the carrier concentration,
as extracted from the I -V -T diode characteristics in the
thermionic-field emission regime. Clear partial carrier freeze
out is observed, with a dominant contribution of the deep
center above Tf ≈ 250 K. According to Theis’s theory [54],
the occupation of the DX centers is frozen below Tf , i.e.,
no more in thermal equilibrium with conduction band states
and shallow levels. Finally, based on existing theories, some
aspects of the temperature and of the frequency dependences of
the capacitance were discussed in presence of a deep center D2

whose concentration is less than, but comparable in magnitude
to, the shallow donor concentration D1.

As future work, more persistent photoconductivity ex-
periments, C-Va hysteresis analysis, and photocapacitance
experiments should provide useful insights on the metastability
of the D2 center. Its electronic structure should be investigated
by complementary techniques such as Laplace transform
DLTS. In the context of proposed deep DX centers, a multilevel
structure is expected from the inequivalent orientations of the
broken bond in the wurtzite structure [23,24] and also because
the alloy material allows various local atomic configurations
in the occupation by In and Al atoms surrounding the
dopant. This local alloy disorder effect is known in Si-doped
AlxGa1−xAs [60] even with a diluted Al composition [61]
(x = 0.04 and 0.08, experiments under pressure). For such
studies, it would be useful to characterize thinner samples with
improved crystalline quality [30]. The impact of the indium
composition, and its related strain state on the appearance
and energy levels of the D2 center should also be further
investigated.
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APPENDIX

In the ideal case the admittance of a Schottky junction
is modeled by a parallel combination of a capacitance and
a conductance. However, a more realistic equivalent circuit
should include a series resistance Rs . This introduces a
difference between the capacitance and conductance measured
in a parallel configuration mode (denoted here as C and
G, respectively) and the true capacitance and conductance
Ccorr and Gcorr. The relation between these quantities can be
obtained by solving the standard formulas C(Ccorr,Gcorr,Rs)
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and G(Ccorr,Gcorr,Rs) for parallel circuit mode [46]:

Gcorr = G(1 − GRs) − ω2C2Rs

(1 − GRs)2 + (ωCRs)2
, (A1)

Ccorr = C
1 + GcorrRs

1 − GRs

. (A2)

In our case, the series resistance at low temperatures is
dominated by the InAlN contribution, thus depends on the
length [about 200 nm −W (Va,T ), where W is the depletion
width] of the conducting part, which varies with temperature
and applied voltage. This complicates the quantitative analysis.
In any case, Rs in admittance experiments (Va � 0 V) is
smaller than the series resistance obtained by current-voltage
measurements (Va > 4.5 V). For correcting the conductance
measurements on D2 at a given temperature, we took the

value of Rs [Fig. 2(b)] from the current-voltage measurements
(Fig. 1). By neglecting the effect of Rs , one overestimates by
3% the activation energy.

For D1, the situation is more delicate, since we have to
know the temperature dependence of the series resistance
in the range 100 K to 160 K, where the conductance peak
D1 is observed. Assuming that the power-law dependence
of the mobility does not change between 100 K and 250 K,
we extrapolated the lower branch shown in Fig. 2(b) to this
temperature range. To get positive results for the corrected
conductance, we had to apply a scaling factor to Rs . Thus, only
a qualitative understanding of the effect of the series resistance
Rs(T ) could be obtained. The series mode of measurements at
13 MHz was still dominated by the contribution of the junction
part of the circuit, in most of the temperature range. Therefore,
we could not simply extract Rs(T ) in the whole temperature
range 80–400 K from measurements in the series mode.
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